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04 10 2015 at 1900   Life on the Rock   60 minutes   Fr. Mark and Father Anthony open the show discussing 
religious life and the year of consecrated life. They welcome guests Catherine Szeltner, Mark Irons, both from 
EWTN News Nightly, and Lauren Squires from WMC Action News 5, to teach young Catholics ways to approach 
the news and other forms of informative media with a faithful perspective. Catherine tells how she began to work for 
EWTN. Mark tells about his day-to-day duties at EWTN. Catherine thinks it is important for youth to be involved in 
the news through social media. Lauren is Catholic in the secular news world. She explains how she tries to bring 
God into her work through how she reports stories. When a story clearly has a faith theme, Lauren is sure to include 
it in her story as much as is allowed for secular media. 

04 17 2015 at 1900   Life on the Rock   60 minutes   Fr. Mark Mary and Fr. Anthony open the show discussing 
Pope Francis call to the religious and the lay people to give faith, hope, and love. They welcome to the show Paul J. 
Kim, a Catholic speaker to discuss his career mission and goals. Born and raised Catholic, Paul had a conversion in 
high school when he went on a Steubenville conference. He explains how he came into his faith and the realization 
that God wants you for who you are, all the time, despite your flaws and mishaps. His ministry uses comedy, 
scripture, and music to inspire youth and others to seek God. When speaking at a friends wedding reception he met 
his wife. When it comes to marriage and vocations, Paul says to not go looking in the wrong places. The men need 
to step up the confidence and ladies need to be patient and wait for Gods timing. His wife, Maggie, joins the show. 
Paul explains true love, the difference between love and lust, and the beautiful purpose of sex and marriage. 

40 24 2015 at 19:0   Life on the Rock   60 minutes   Fr. Mark Mary and Fr. Anthony open the show with guests 
from the University of Alabama at Birmingham who talk of the impact FOCUS missionaries on their campus have 
had on them. They welcome Kelsey Gaines and Francis Popp, FOCUS missionaries, to the show. FOCUS stands for 
Fellowship of Catholic University Students. They explain the mission of FOCUS, which is to bring students to 
Christ and to have an impact on their lives as they are led into the rest of their lives. They teach the students to be 
authentic to themselves and to Christ. They encourage them to look into their vocations, discern them, and ways to 
keep the faith in their life no matter where they are in life. The missionaries give their experiences of the SEEK 
Conference. This was the first year for UAB to attend, since they are an expansion campus this year, and it was a 
complete success. They play a short clip of Chris Stefanick talking about the Mass and how Catholics have a 
tendency to take it for granted. This Eucharist is a blessing from Christ and we need to be engaged in it during the 
Mass. Kelsey tells of her two prayers and how the Lord has answered them faithfully.  

05/01/15 at 19:00...Life on the Rock...60 minutes... Fr. Mark Mary and Fr. Anthony open the show discussing God 
and how he has prepared us and fits himself to every situation in our lives. They welcome Dr. Timothy Lock, 
Catholic Psychologist, to the show to talk about his career. About 25 to30 percent of his clients have same sex 
attraction. Dr. Timothy explains that the Catholic Church does not boil down to someones identity to their sexual 
orientation. Just because someone is having same sex attraction does not mean that the person is gay. We believe 
that the person is always good, the inclination may be disordered, and the behavior is sinful. Most important, the 
person is always good. He first works on rooting the clients relationship with the Lord. He centers his practice 
around love. He treats the clients with respect, compassion, and sensitivity. Most of the clients that come in do not 
want the feelings they are experiencing. He teaches that the virtue of chastity is possible as a single person and as a 
married couple. In his practice, Dr. Timothy makes sure to not force fit his model to the client. Some clients fit his 
therapy model well and others do not, so he is sure to adjust to the clients as everyone is different. He continues to 
explain how he counsels family members who are struggling with another family member having same-sex 
attractions. They also discuss how the Catholic Church does not condemn people with this type of attraction. We 
welcome them, love them, and aim to bring them back to Christ.

05 08 2015 at 1900   Life on the Rock   60 minutes   Fr. Mark Mary and Doug Barry open the show discussing 
Dougs Battle Ready Rallies. They welcome Mark Hart, self professed Bible Geek, to the show to discuss sacred 
scripture and the practice of Lectio Divina. In a world today where we are persecuted daily, Mark Hart explains the 
scripture is important because it is the words written by those who saw the face of God. The Bible teaches us how to 



die to ourselves, to the world, for Christ, by those who witnessed him first hand. Mark explains the different 
passages in scripture he uses to interest the different groups of youth he often speaks to. He prefers the Gospels most 
because they are stories we have heard before. It shows familiarity to the youth who have not read much scripture 
before. Mark explains Lectio Divina, a time of deep meditation on scripture that promotes communion of God. First, 
read the scripture. Second, meditate on the scripture. Put yourself in the story and apply it to your life. Third, speak 
about it with God. Talk about how it may apply to you and the meaning it has for your life. Also take time to listen 
here for what God may have to say to you about the passage and your life. Fourth, contemplate on the whole 
process. Do you believe what you have read and been told? What does this mean for your life? Fifth, take action. 
What are you going to do about? 

5/15/15 at 19:00...Life on the Rock...60 minutes... Fr. Mark Mary and Doug Barry open the show discussing Pope 
Francis announcement of the Extraordinary Jubilee Year of Mercy beginning December 2015 and ending November 
2016. They welcome to the show J. J. Wright, a jazz improviser, to recount how sacred music has inspired and 
strengthened his faith and God-given musical talents. He is working on his Doctorates of Conducting at Notre 
Dame. They play a short clip of a vespers service he composed. He started playing classical piano when he was 10, 
which transitioned into a love for jazz music. He joined the Navy to play music as his full-time job. He got married 
and finished his undergraduate work in New York. He played some of his original composed music. J. J. evangelizes 
to others through the Vespers performances. As many are not well informed as to what Vespers is, it is a clean slate 
for them, and they get to learn about it while participating in the performance. J. J. likes to focus on the 
Transfiguration of Christ during Vespers. His major conversion happened while in the Navy. He began to read 
books and discover the truth and beauty of the faith which inspired his musical compositions today. 

05 22 2015 at 1900   Life on the Rock   60 minutes   Fr. Mark Mary and Doug Barry open the show discussing 
servicemen and Fr. Kapaun. They play a clip by Chris Stefanick about Fr. Emil Kapauns service. They welcome 
founder and creator of Likeable Art, Cory Heiman, to the show to share his passion for graphic design, filmmaking, 
and spreading Catholicism. He has been married for three years with two sons. He started making graphic design 
images, mainly religious images, as a side hobby. Over the years he has developed his hobby into a career and 
successful business. He tells of some of the different productions they have made and explains the work it took to 
make them. They play a short clip Cory directed about Purgatory. About his work, Cory said the demand for this 
kind of work is high, but does not believe the competition is high as every studio has a different style. They play 
another clip Cory produced about Confession. He explains different techniques they use to portray the message they 
want in a beautiful and artistic way that promotes Christ. He then compares the two different styles he used in both 
clips that were played.  

5/29/15 at 19:00...Life on the Rock...60 minutes...Fr. Mark Mary and Doug Barry open the show discussing 
secularism and its main goal to push God aside. They welcome to the show Dan Dematte, vocational speaker, and 
his wife, Amber, to share how they discerned their vocational calls from God. They have been married for seven 
years and have four children. Dan and Amber were a part of a show called God or the Girl which they both used as a 
means of evangelization. It was after this show, and a dating fast, that they began to date and discern the Lords call 
together. They discussed marriage and the meaning of it given to us by God. We are servants. We care called in 
marriage to serve each other. When we take God out of marriage, it will surely fail.  We are also called to pass along 
our faith and message of marriage to our children. They now host evenings in their home for other young couples 
where they discuss the true meaning of marriage and service to their family. Dan is the vocational director of 
Catholic Youth Summer Camp.  

06 05 2015 at 1900   Life on the Rock   60 minutes  Fr. Mark Mary and Doug Barry open the show discussing 
Pope Francis teaching on marriage. They welcome to the show Rose Rea and Anna Liesemeyer, editors for Radiant 
Awakening, a magazine for teens and young women that provides fashion tips, dating advice, and spiritual 
inspiration from a Catholic perspective. Rose is the founder and publisher of the magazine while Anna is the fashion 
editor. The goal of the magazine is to reach out to young women and show them true beauty. They seek to tell the 
truth about abortion and the pill and the effects they have on your body that the media does not tell a woman. They 
published for four years and took a two-year break. They have begun publishing again as the need has arisen, orders 
have been flooding in, and the Lord has given them direction through it all. They have found the beauty in giving 
what Christ calls them to give to their children and to others, much like our Mother Mary. They further discuss 
beauty and how impactful it is for women when they realize their beauty within their creator.  



06 12 2015 at 1900   Life on the Rock   60 minutes   Fr. Mark Mary and Doug Barry open the show discussing 
how we are called to defend the truth and not turn away like many have in the past. They welcome to the show 
Sister Helena Burns, known as the media nun, to discuss her work for young people. Sr. Helena hosts conferences 
over media literacy which helps youth and adults alike to use social media and the internet properly. Her order 
pledges that their media will be pastoral in content and worthy in form of the truth that it contains. Sr. Helena 
explains the dark side of media with youth such as sub-tweeting, cyber bullying, and other negative things that can 
be done on the internet. Sr. Helena supports being disciplined with media, meaning taking breaks from media and 
noise. Silence and quality time is the number one form of communication with God. We need to take a break from 
the media that bombards us to truly form a relationship with Christ. Social media can be good for evangelization and 
further our faith, but when we do not take a break from using it, we begin to use it as a shield against reality 
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